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commanding boss, Macen Hammerman, especially after the mind-what she needs. So he watches over her while struggling to keep
blowing night he stopped fighting their attraction, took her to
his distance. Liam's crafty plan blindsides Hammer, especially
bed, and ravished every inch of her. Now there might be
when he sees how determined his friend is to possess Raine for
consequences. While Hammer can’t stop coveting Raine and
his own. Hammer isn't ready to give the lovely submissive over
counting the days of her cycle with glee, Liam resolves to keep to any other Dom, but can he heal from his past and fight for
her for his own. But she stubbornly refuses to open the corners her? Or will he lose Raine if she truly gives herself-heart, body,
of her scarred heart. Determined to win her for good, Liam risks and soul-to Liam?
everything. Though once he puts his plan in motion, she proves It all started with the bereavement flowers with my name on
For fans of Sylvia Day and E.L. James, the second book in the as elusive as smoke. It’s a bitter pill when he needs Hammer’s them. Not the best way to wake up, right? I work in a flower
help to bring her home. And Liam can’t help but wonder…will shop. I know a funeral arrangement when I see one. I know a
New York Times bestselling Blackstone Affair series. Ethan
Blackstone has a problem on his hands. He’s broken Brynne’s Raine ever be his again or will he lose her to his ex-best friend killer when I see one, too. And one is standing in my hospital
room right now, straight behind the man who saved my life. I
trust and she’s left him. He’s unwilling to live without her and for good? (Another heap of edgy, angsty goodness right here,
isn’t giving up—he’s dead-set on getting his beautiful American featuring two smoking-hot and very protective heroes. This story can’t tell anyone the truth, because that’s the fastest way to
isn’t the only thing packed full of double delight... It will totally really die. So I do the next best thing. I “lose” my memory. I
girl back. The passion between them was explosive, but the
leave you panting and desperate for more!) *Previously
fake my amnesia. Pretending not to remember a brutal attempted
secrets they hid from each other are dark and chilling and are
published as DOHL: Raine Falling (Book 2). The Unbroken
murder has its perks. The killer is backing down, spending less
powerful enough to destroy their shot at a life together. With
political threats now directed at Brynne, Ethan is running out of Series: Raine Falling The Broken The Betrayal The Break The time around me, loosening the noose. The less I claim to recall,
Brink The Bond
the more my rescuer, Duff, works to help me “remember.” I hate
time and he’ll need to gather all his strength and agility to
lying to him. But he doesn’t understand that my memory is
protect her from the dangers that could take her away from him Raine Kendall has been in love with her boss, Macen
Hammerman, for years. Determined to make the man notice that dangerous. To me. And to him. Fooling everyone isn’t easy. It’s
forever. Will Ethan be able to save Brynne from a past that
she's a grown woman with desires and needs, she pours out her the hardest thing I’ve ever done. Except it’s starting to look like
keeps her locked in fear? Will he ever feel the warmth of her
touch, the solidity of her trust again? This is a love-struck man heart and offers her body to him-only to be crushingly rejected. I’ve been fooling myself. In more ways than one. Read Book 1
in the newest series from USA Today bestselling author Meli
who is willing to do whatever it takes to possess the heart of the But when his friend, very single, very sexy Liam O'Neill
woman he loves. He’ll go to any lengths to protect her. He’ll go watches the other Dom refuse to act on his obvious feelings for Raine. “The first book in the False trilogy is a psychological
thriller worthy of Hitchcock, keeping you guessing until the very
all in. Here is the fiery story of what happens when two people Raine, he resolves to step in and do whatever it takes to help
end. Lily Thornton is the ultimate unreliable narrator — after
surrender to a love so great it can heal the scars of the past and Hammer find happiness again, even rousing his friend's
possessive instincts by making the girl a proposition too
waking from a 14-month coma, she struggles to remember the
give way to a life of pure, rapturous ecstasy.
day she was shot. As Lily slowly recovers, she’s terrified when
One woman. Two Rivals. Countless secrets… Raine Kendall has tempting to refuse. But he never imagines that he'll end up
falling for her himself. Hammer has buried his lust for Raine for she recognizes the face of her would-be killer among her inner
everything a woman could want—almost. Sexy, tender Liam
O’Neill is her knight in shining armor, but is he too good to be years. After rescuing the budding runaway from an alley behind circle — but can she trust her own memory? With potential
true or could their growing connection actually last a lifetime? his exclusive BDSM Dungeon, he has come to covet the pretty enemies at every turn, a twisty political conspiracy, and just a
submissive. But tragedy has taught him that he can never be
hint of romance, False Memory offers thrills that will delight
To complicate matters, she can’t shake her feelings for her
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Demons comes another fantasy adventure with a beloved, bold understatement. My world shifted when I met her and I would forever
both romance and mystery readers.” — Apple Books Editors
heroine. Raine Benares is a seeker. She finds lost things and be changed. Everything felt different now that I was away, everything
“…intrigue and dark humor on display in this thriller…” While the
missing people—usually alive. But now she’s been bonded with with her at least. Something was wrong, I could feel it. I needed to go
immediate—and more compelling—tension in Raine’s (A
the Saghred, a soul-stealing stone of unlimited power, and
to her to find out what this feeling was, but would she trust me
Shameless Little Bet, 2018, etc.) heart-pumping series opener
comes from Lily’s constant proximity to her would-be killer, the must hunt down its escapees. Especially since one of them is enough to tell me, and could I trust her to forgive me. "When life,
also hunting her...
love and heart breaking circumstances stand to pull apart a bond so
action takes place against a backdrop of secret government
I fell in love with him when I was thirteen years old.He was
strong, what do you do without trust?"
scandals. Fortunately, Lily’s voice is captivating, wry, and tough
older, mysterious, and unattainable. The guy I could never
"Public Relations" is about to take on a whole new meaning for a
enough to sell this thriller. The novel ends with a cliffhanger that touch.Then one night changed everything for us. But there was
standout Russian enforcer with a bad reputation and the feisty
startles, if only because readers will have become so attached to one huge problem.He belonged to her.
redhead from the PR department who just might be the one person
Lily. — Kirkus Reviews Praise for Meli Raine’s books: “Fresh, Live Life From The Heart is a definitive guide to creating the life who can help him shine up his tarnished image in this
riveting, and thrumming with emotion and romantic suspense, you’ve always wanted. Based on twenty-nine years of battling grumpy/sunshine hockey love story. They call me The Mad Russian
False Memory is absolutely unputdownable. You need this
illness and overcoming obstacles, and over a decade working for a reason. —Viktor Demoskev, VEGAS CRUSH My reputation as
book!” - New York Times bestselling author Meghan March “I with more than 500 organizations, Live Life From The Heart is an Enforcer was earned one game at a time. Fighting on the ice for
chock full of real-world wisdom and powerful life principles that my team is something I take very seriously because I came to the USA
accidentally lost a day to this trilogy! It is unputdownable.
will change the way you look at your life and the challenges you to play hockey, not be a celebrity. Unfortunately, this logic has my
Apparently I'm on a dark-and-twisty binge, and this book is
face. In fifty-two easy-to-read chapters, you’ll learn how to: •
public image taking a beating—not that I care very much how others
addictive.” - USA Today bestselling author Sarina Bowen
Release the powerful potential hidden within • Set goals to get think of me. Except for her. Scarlett. A woman as gorgeous, and fiery,
(Harmless series)
what you really want • Alter habits so you can alter your realty and sexy, as that long red hair of hers. Which would look even more
Raine Falling
• Recognize what is really important The author delivers
stunning spread out on my sheets with my hands tangled in it all night
The Last Battle of the Soul in Death ... Edited by Gabriel Neil,
practical and life-changing insight on how to flourish in
long w h i l e
n a k e d
o f
with a Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Some Account of
challenging times, allowing you to break through self-imposed
c o u r s e . It is unfortunate that she also works for the
His Manuscript Works. [With a Portrait, and a Facsimile.]
barriers that limit your development and growth, while
team. In Public Relations... So yeah, the no-fraternization policy is an
The Blackstone Affair, Book 2
transforming adversity into your competitive advantage.
issue, but hardly my main concern. The biggest hurdle is Scarlett
Live Life From The Heart
A Hockey Love Story
thinking I am part of a gambling ring for the Russian Mafia. Crazy,
This Heart of Mine (Raine Series 3)
Frank Leslie's Ten Cent Monthly
right? I can deal with setting her straight about her ridiculous
"After a lifetime of uncertainty, Raine Winston shouldn't be
fazed by anything anymore. But she's terrified. Terrified that
her wayward sister, Claire, has gotten into debt dangerously
over her head. Terrified that a muscle-bound biker named
Diego doesn't want payment with money--he wants much
more. And terrified of the dizzying desireshe feels whenever
Diego touches her... Diego Montesalto spend his days raising
hell and his nights in the arms of fast, easy women. Tough,
tattooed, and used to taking what he wants, he refuses to get
emotionally invested in anyone. But he can't stop thinking
about Raine's sweet smell, striking blue eyes, and quiet
determination. She may have the spirit of a warrior, but she
needs someone to guide and protect her. When Raine has no
choice to go on the run, she falls straight into the Hells Saints'
mayem-filled world... and into Diego's strong arms. But in a life
filled with hard choices, raw lust, and blood-soaked violence, is
there room for loyalty...or love? -- Unedited summary from the
book.
From the national bestselling author of The Trouble with

Realm of Annihilation: Book Four
The Truth about Heartbreak
Red Rocket
"Love cannot be defined by age or time, but by the way that person
makes you feel. He made me feel completely vulnerable, but
vulnerability I have learned is a gift, one that I will gladly accept from
Madison Raine." Kayla Madison had irrevocably changed me. He
opened me up to feel things I had never felt, and he never judged me
for my past. In the short amount of time I had known him, I had
fallen in love with him and everything he encompassed. He showed
me how to live, how to enjoy life, but best of all, he showed me how
to love. They say bad things happen to good people, well that saying
rang truer to me now than ever before. Madison is gone. He is off at
school in Arizona, and I just couldn't bring myself to leave with him.
That was my first mistake. See the thing about trouble is, it will
always find you. Trouble found me the night he left, and that night
forever changed me. Now I am fighting my way back, alone.
Madison Leaving Kayla was one of the hardest things I had ever had
to do. To say I regret my decision to leave her behind, would be an
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suspicions, but cracking through that hard shell she has built around
her broken heart? This is my real challenge. But oh how I love a good
fight. Winning is everything to me. Especially when the prize is the
Las Vegas beauty I named the Red Rocket... **RED ROCKET can
be read as a complete standalone sports romance. Each book in the
Vegas Crush series is about a different couple. SEARCH TERMS:
steamy hockey romance, hockey romance puck, grumpy sunshine,
office flirting, alpha male russian hero, dating a coworker, hockey
romance novel, hockey romance las vegas, steamy romance novels,
alpha male books, marriage love wedding romance, steamy sports
romance, red hair heroine romance
She's the woman I've always loved. He's the man I've never stopped
wanting. Who says I can't have everything? Lawrence Falling in love
with Gabi at eighteen was easy. Falling for Connor at the same time?
That's where things got complicated. When I discovered their latent
feelings for each other, it seemed like all the pieces of us were falling
into place. Until the night I offered Connor a taste of Gabi's kiss from my lips - and everything fell apart. Six years have passed, but
I'm still the same selfish bastard who wants more than his fair share of
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books... where you realize that the book you're
love. If I ever get a second chance, I'll do anything to make them
mine. Gabi The night I found my boyfriend cheating on me with my reading completely and irrevocably owns you...
oldest crush, my heart broke. I managed to rebuild my friendship with [Surviving Raine] has that moment." - Ash the Book
Connor, even after he left town. But Lawrence is nothing more to me Snob As the captain of a schooner catering to the
elite on the Caribbean Seas, Sebastian Stark does
than my brother's best friend - and the best man at his upcoming
his best to avoid any human encounters.
wedding. Connor's recent return has rekindled the attraction that's
Interacting with people isn't his thing, and he
always lingered beneath the surface of our friendship. A romantic
prefers the company of a bottle of vodka, a shot
weekend of wedding celebrations seems like the perfect opportunity to glass, and maybe a whore. There's no doubt he's
explore the possibilities between us. If Lawrence is forced to watch
hiding from a checkered past, but he does well
from the sidelines, so be it. Connor As a male super-model, I've been keeping everything to himself... ...until the
voted World's Sexiest Man - twice. But Gabi has only ever treated me night his schooner capsizes, and he's stuck on a
as a friend. When she asks me to be her date for the wedding, I know life raft with one of the passengers. Raine's
young, she's cute, and Bastian would probably be
this is my chance to win her heart - even if I have to do it under
into her if he wasn't suffering from alcohol
Lawrence's watchful gaze. But Lawrence has never been good at
keeping his distance, and the kiss we shared all those years ago started withdrawal. As the days pass, DTs, starvation, and
dehydration become the norm. Even the most closed
something that has yet to be resolved. How do I keep him from
person starts to open up when he thinks he's going
coming between me and Gabi, when that's exactly where I want him?
to die, but when she realizes their traumatic
Becoming Us is an exciting menage romance by Australian author
pasts are connected, it's no longer the elements
Rebecca Raine. Although part of a series, it is a standalone novel with that have Bastian concerned. He has no idea how
no cliffhanger and a highly satisfying HEA. Trigger Warning: The
he's going to Survive Raine. "Shay Savage's
warning for this book contains minor spoilers so please take a moment website almost cockily proclaims that she writes
to consider whether you wish to continue reading the warning. Still "Fiction with Teeth." HA! Nothing cocky about the
here? Okay, here it is: This book features mention of an eating
truth, my friends. I guarantee, that is maybe the
disorder. There are no graphic scenes regarding the disorder, but this *only* accurate way to sum up the dark,
unsettling, exciting, unapologetic, fascinating,
may be a trigger for some readers.
shocking, frank, graphic, primal, crude, sexy, at
Billionaire Caleb Blackstone lives in the glamorous world of wealth
times horrific, consistently compelling experience
and success, with every material luxury. But the moment he sees
that is Surviving Raine!!" -Elizabeth
Brooke Casterley, none of that matters. Caleb is filled with a raw,
(Sweptawaybyromance.com) There are moments in
undeniable need that he can't ignore...for a girl who is so completely
Surviving Raine that will make you laugh, make you
different from everything and everyone he's ever known. Only Brooke
cry, and make your heart (and other parts) clench.
isn't looking for love. She knows all too well just how much damage This is one you will definitely want to put on
the wrong guy can do. Still, what sane, broke British girl can resist the your TBR list! -Kassie and Lauren
charms of an incredibly sexy, chivalrous billionaire? What starts as
(fics2flicks.com)
flirtation quickly turns into all-consuming passion. Nothing could
Naked is a wonderful paperback about the beauty of
have prepared her for the searing heat of Caleb's touch--or just how honesty and truth. It challenges you to open up to
much she craves him. Their whirlwind romance is the stuff of high- the one person that matters most.
society fantasy--but for every moment of pleasure, there is a cost. Past Brit wants to get on with her life and leave her
mistakes and tragedy shadow them both...and falling for him might be rough past far behind. Most of the cowboys who end
up in her care are cranky old ex-rodeo stars. But
the kind of trouble she can't afford.
not the new guy. He's a tall, mouthwatering hunk
Saga of the Black Wolf Book Three
with the hottest body she's ever seen. And she can
Holding Out for Special
see it all, since not one inch of that incredible
Stateless (Stateless #1)
flesh is hidden from her gaze. The blunt, crude
Unbroken: Raine Falling, The Complete Series
man shocks Brit a bit when he flat-out tries to
Filthy Rich
get her into his bed...immediately.Brit is the
"There's a moment when it comes to amazing

sexiest woman River has ever come across. Every
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time he thinks he's starting to tame her, she tries
to bolt from his life. He's a man who always gets
what he wants and the more time he spends with the
mouthy, stubborn woman, the more convinced he
becomes that he can never give her up. Good thing
for him he's not above chaining a woman to his bed
if that's what it takes to keep her right where he
wants her--under him.
This is an exciting story of two friends, Felicia
and Katherine, who fall in love with the same man.
The story is set in a boarding house in Geneva,
home to mostly women and one older man. Things
sometimes get a little bitter among the women in
the place. Twenty-year-old Felicia and thirty-yearold Katherine stay good friends despite the many
quarrels between the women of the home and help
shelter each other in difficult times. As the
story moves forward, the dull boarding house fills
with drama when the man's son Raine comes to
visit, and both the friends fall in love with him.
He can't decide which one of the two friends he
wants to be with for a while, but finally, it
becomes clear which one has his heart. Can he be
with the woman he loves, or does the story have
even more drama? The curiosity ends later in the
novel. This story is a delightful quick read by
British novelist William John Locke.
This Trust of Mine (Raine Series 2)
The Blackstone Affair
Becoming Us
Finding Grey
Gay Rock Star Romance

~ Haven ~ I felt like I was living in a prison while watching Raine
Carson from my window, studying his sexy, tanned, and muscular
physique for six long months. From inside of my house, he was perfect.
Then I found out everything looked different from afar. Raine, a blunt
and hot tempered man was living a life he wasn't proud of, and I found
myself oddly attracted to the sickening reality he opened my eyes to. ~
Raine ~ She thought I'd fall for her seductive ploy and scarlet-glossed
lips. She was right. Every person in this small town had something
negative to say about Haven Leigh's life—the girl who had been handed
everything on a silver platter. I ignored the rumors, and instead,
searched for her truths. While struggling with disabling side-effects left
behind by my coke-addict mother, Haven became the hope I needed.
She was the good I wanted to be. But, as it turns out, she was the trouble
I should have stayed away from.
When being seduced by a rock star, only a fool falls in love.Sean The
night Dante Sinclair lured me into his dressing room and gave me my
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first kiss, I was oblivious to one important fact: all rock stars are spoiled cycle with glee, Liam resolves to keep her for his own. But she stubbornly who may or may not own the lodge, Miss Angie possesses an amazing
narcissists. I learned my lesson when our failed attempt at a reunion left refuses to open the corners of her scarred heart. Determined to win her talent for mending ruffled feathers, spouting proverbs, and somehow
me humiliated and heartbroken. Now, Dante is booked into the music for good, Liam risks everything. Though once he puts his plan in
bending even the most determined of hearts to the power of love.
retreat I run. Years have passed, so I know he won't recognise me. He'll motion, she proves as elusive as smoke. It’s a bitter pill when he needs All In
Spring Raine
have no idea the man cooking his meals and washing his clothes is the
Hammer’s help to bring her home. And Liam can’t help but
A Raine Miscellany
same skinny boy he kissed so long ago. And when he begins to look at wonder…will Raine ever be his again or will he lose her to his ex-best
me like I'm his new favourite muse, my anonymity will be my only
friend for good? The Brink One Woman. Two adversaries. A dangerous Making the First Move
protection against the sensuality of his charms. Dante Grey. It's the name web… As rivals Liam O’Neill and Macen Hammerman work together One Dom to Love
I gave to the only boy I ever kissed. He is my favourite memory. The
to demolish the walls around Raine Kendall’s wounded heart, Liam’s “Without question the best historical paranormal erotic romance this
reviewer has ever read” (ParaNormal Romance). The last in a fabled line of
place my mind goes when the expectations of rock stardom threaten to ex-wife returns—with a shocking secret that threatens to destroy their
otherworldly aristocracy, the Lords of Satyr are born to wealth, power, and a
choke me. I barely remember what he looked like, but I'll never forget
new bonds. He leaves Raine in Hammer’s care so he can expose his
talent for sensual delight that mere mortals only dream of. Commanded to
the way he made me feel. When I came to this retreat, my goals were
former flame’s scheme…but the longer he’s away, the more he
simple: get out of my creative rut and write my new album. But one look worries Hammer will claim Raine for his own. Though Hammer does his marry, these passionate men will travel to Rome, Venice, and Paris—and
along the way will explore desires both shamelessly wicked and blissfully
into Sean's eyes is enough to threaten the tenuous control I have over my best to protect Raine from the threats to their budding happily-everdivine . . . As a lover, his skills are legendary . . . The middle brother, Raine, is
life. He swears we've never met, but there's a Grey-ness to him that
after, when she discovers their subterfuge, it rekindles her insecurities.
both sensual and stoic. Scarred by once taking a wife who could not accept his
inspires me, even as it makes me ache to satisfy the cravings I've denied For her sake, the men resolve to bury the destructive past once and for carnal needs, he wants no part in another marriage. But duty commands that
for so long. He may not be my Grey-but he's close enough. Finding
all, but Liam’s ex discovers his weakness and aligns herself with a
he fulfill his promise to wed King Feydon’s second daughter, Jordan . . . But
Grey is an exciting MM rock star romance by Australian author Rebecca monster who will do anything for a pound of Raine’s flesh. With her in matters of the heart, he has much to learn . . . The loyal satyr begins a search
Raine. Although part of a series, it is a standalone novel with no
life hanging in the balance, will Liam and Hammer banish their
that leads him from Tuscany to romantic Venice, where his beautiful bride
cliffhanger and a highly satisfying HEA.
animosity in time to save the woman they both love? The Bond One
awaits, unaware of what passionate delights fate has planned for her. Raine is
careful not to reveal his powerful satyr sexuality, for fear of driving yet another
The entire Raine Falling series (and prequel) in one epic Box Set!
woman. Two friends. Happily ever after? Macen “Hammer”
woman away. But unbeknownst to him, Jordan is no ordinary woman and
Unbroken: Raine Falling (Prequel) Three Broken people. Separate.
Hammerman should be enjoying the hard-fought bond he’s craved
was born with an insatiable appetite for love. And as Raine’s heart begins to
Adrift. Damaged. The Betrayal Two friends. One woman. Let the games with Raine Kendall and his best friend, Liam O’Neill. But old ghosts
begin… Raine Kendall has been in love with her boss, Macen
haunt Hammer even as a new threat exhumes demons he thought long melt for her, how long will he be able to hide his true nature when Jordan
Hammerman, for years. Determined to make him notice her, she pours buried. Though he does his best to confront them, Raine still needs him seems to want him so fiercely?
Shy. Intelligent. Naive. Statistic. Raine Forester was an average girl leading an
out her heart and offers him her body—only to be crushingly rejected. since she’s coping with her recent trauma. Liam fights hard to keep
average life. She slipped beneath everyone's radar, until Camron Moss, the
When his very sexy best friend, Liam O’Neill, sees Hammer refuse to their new family intact so they can share a brighter future…but it’s
most popular guy in school, took interest in her and changed everything.
act on his obvious feelings for her, he plots to rouse his pal’s possessive looking dim. Then a shadowy figure, determined to right old wrongs,
Some acts are unforgivable. Raine thought she'd been accepted. She thought
instincts by making Raine a proposition too tempting to refuse. He never sets in motion a vengeful plot that threatens to tear the trio apart forever. she was one of them. She thought she was in love... until one moment made
imagines he’ll fall for her himself. Hammer has buried his lust for Raine With emotions running high and forces mounting against them, can the her realize she'd trusted the wrong person. Lies are told, hearts get broken,
for years. After rescuing the runaway from an alley behind his exclusive power of their love slay dangers and vanquish painful pasts for good so secrets are revealed, and sometimes, true love is found in the least likely places.
club, he’s come to crave her. But tragedy has proven he’ll never be they can finally live happily ever after?
A spellbinding tale of magic, passion, and destiny “One of the most
beautiful love stories I’ve ever read.”—Julie Garwood Blessed with the
the man she needs, so he protects her while keeping his distance. Then An uncharacteristic, last-minute decision to do something "wild and
Liam’s scheme to make Raine his own blindsides Hammer. He isn’t crazy" before entering the stressful world of forensic science sends Raine Welsh gift of “sight,” Lady Arianna saw the vision in a golden bowl: a
ready to give the feisty beauty over to his friend. But can he heal from his Presley to Cambria, California. Against a cloud of disapproval from her knight with eyes gray as the English sea that had captured her, his sword about
past enough to fight for her? Or will he lose Raine if she gives
slightly manipulative, over-protective parents, she signs a seasonal lease to pierce her heart. And she trembled, not with fear, but with a desire that
herself—heart, body, and soul—to Liam? The Break One woman. Two at the beautiful Paradise Pines Lodge...and winds up over her head in life engulfed her very soul. On the treacherous border of Wales, Raine, the Black
Dragon, rode his charger toward Castle Rhuddlan and the lady within.
Rivals. Countless secrets… Raine Kendall has everything a woman could and love.Declan Keller's just minding his own business—literally—when
Illegitimate son of a Norman nobleman, his past was scarred by denial and
want—almost. Sexy, tender Liam O’Neill is her knight in shining
Raine drops into his world and turns it upside down. He's far too busy
mistrust, and now his future lay in the conquest of a fiefdom . . . and a
armor, but is he too good to be true or could their growing connection carving beautiful shapes out of chunks of wood to be babysitting a gal
woman’s love. As the battle trumpet sounded, Arianna, her Celtic pride
actually last a lifetime? To complicate matters, she can’t shake her
from Pasadena. Even so, his father’s promise to an old friend obligates unyielding, saw her dream take flesh: Raine, the enemy who inflamed her
feelings for her commanding boss, Macen Hammerman, especially after him, despite a looming deadline that could make or break his career in blood with desire; Raine, the lover she must gentle and tame, and then, as
the mind-blowing night he stopped fighting their attraction, took her to the art world. He’s praying for anything but Raine when she comes
ancient hatreds threatened their lives, either cherish . . . or betray. “A
bed, and ravished every inch of her. Now there might be consequences. along.Neither Declan nor Raine is prepared for the seemingly divine
wonderful read . . . I was hooked from the first page and the magic continues
While Hammer can’t stop coveting Raine and counting the days of her influence of Paradise Pines—and Miss Angelina Love. A mysterious lady throughout.”—Johanna Lindsey
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This is a New Adult novel recommended for ages 16+. Photographer Sierra
Stratton views the world through a lens all her own. She has an uncanny sense
about people, something that often causes her trouble. When she meets the
sexy and brooding Evan Dorsey, her intuition tells her he's suffering, and she
wants to be the one to help him. Evan isn't open to help from anyone,
however. His focus is on his Major League career and making himself as
marketable as possible for his upcoming free agency. He plans to ride out the
season in Atlanta and then sign with another team, away from the painful
memories that haunt him. Someone's eager to send him on his way, too.
Between anonymous threats and equipment sabotage, it's clear he's earned
himself an enemy along the way. To him, it's one more sign that he's right to
move on. But Sierra threatens his conviction. Her contagious smile proves
hard to resist, as does her kiss. She tempts him in ways he never anticipated,
making him question his plans for the first time. If he's not careful, she might
just convince him that he's meant for her.
Divinity
The last battle of the soul in death. [Repr. of the 1629 ed.] ed. by G. Neil
Eyes Wide Open
False Memory (False #1)
Raine's Haven

"Silence has the rusty taste of shame. The words shut up are the
most terrible words I know. . . . The man who raped me spat these
words out over and over during the hours of my attack--when I
screamed, when I tried to talk him out of what he was doing, when
I protested. It seemed to me that for seven years--until at last I
spoke--these words had sunk into my soul and become prophecy.
And it seems to me now that these words, the brutish message of
tyrants, preserve the darkness that still covers this pervasive crime.
The real shame, as I have learned, is to consent to them." After
Silence is Nancy Venable Raine's eloquent, profoundly moving
response to her rapist's command to "shut up," a command that is
so often echoed by society and internalized by rape victims.
Beginning with her assault by a stranger in her home in 1985,
Raine's riveting narrative of the ten-year aftermath of her rape
brings to light the truth that survivors of traumatic experiences
know--a trauma does not end when you find yourself alive. Just as
devastating as the rape itself was the silence that shrouded it, a
silence born of her own feelings of shame as well as the
incomprehension of others. Raine gives shape, form, and voice to
the "unspeakable" and exposes the misconceptions and cruelties
that surround this prevalent though hidden crime. With
formidable power and in intimate detail, she probes the long-term
psychological and physiological aftereffects of rape, its tangled
sexual confusions, the treatment of rape by the media and the legal
and medical professions, and contemporary cultural views of

victimhood. For anyone, female or male, who has suffered from or The Break
witnessed the shattering effects of rape, After Silence inspires and Raine
points the way to healing. This landmark book is a stunning literary Following Naked and All In, in the third part in the Blackstone Affair series
Brynne and Ethan find their life together riddled with conflict. Big surprises are
achievement that is a testimony to the power of language to
on the horizon for Ethan and Brynne as they struggle to adjust to what life has
transform the worst sort of violation and suffering into meaning
thrown at them. Demons from the past are threatening to destroy the
and into art.
passionate bond they’ve forged despite their vow that nothing will ever keep
When you're born without a trace, no one knows you're a weapon. them apart. A truly devastating loss coupled with the promise of a new hope
Big promotion, complete with $300 pen? Check. A hot man who opens their eyes to what is most important, but is it possible for the lovers to
cuddles, spends the night and makes breakfast? Check. Waiting for move on from the painful histories that continue to haunt them? Still lurking
in the shadows is a stalker, plotting evil amidst the distraction of the London
the other shoe to fall? Check. "If it feels too good to be true, it
probably is." Five years of obsessing over her career pays off when Olympic Games. Brynne and Ethan are on the cusp of losing everything as the
stakes rise. Will they yield to circumstances beyond their control or will they
Melanie Gordon gets a promotion that could make or break her. give every ounce of fight they have left to save each other and win the ultimate
But the new job takes her back to her hometown to face the family prize of a life together? Eyes Wide Open is a passion-wrought story that shows
she's distanced herself from, and forces her to leave behind sexy,
us what pure love can achieve when tested, and what the heart can accomplish,
mysterious philanthropist Raine Mason, who just might be the man despite danger and adversity.
Clean and sweet contemporary romance with a dollop of suspense After
of her dreams. By the time Raine makes his move with Melanie, her
one-way ticket to Cleveland is booked. He convinces her to take a 32 years of no luck in the true love department, sweet, unassuming school
teacher, Emory Dockins, has pretty much given up on ever finding the right
chance on him long-distance, but can't yet trust her with the whole guy. Never in a million years does she expect to catch the eye of the
truth about himself. Raine and Melanie slowly peel back each
intimidating, but swoon-worthy Secret Service agent, Vince Murano, who
other's layers (starting with his bicep-hugging sweater). She is
comes to question her about death threats against an aunt she never knew
existed. Yep, life's funny like that. And maybe Emory shouldn't give up on her
finally ready to give her heart to him…until she learns the dark
happy ever after just yet. If you enjoy the engaging, heart warming, familysecret of his past. He'll have to prove to her that love is worth the
based love stories of Karen McQuestion, Kelly Collins and Olivia Sands,
risk. 94,000 words
you're sure to enjoy Holding Out for Special.
The Final Book In The Divinity Saga The Earth is breaking open. *This is the third and final book in The Raine Series. WARNING contains
The wall between the Spirit and Human realm has begun to shatter, mature content and language Kayla seems to have it all. She has a wonderful
allowing darkness to seep in and converge like an epidemic. The
man who would go to the ends of the earth for her and a family that seems to
support her regardless of the consequences. But is it enough to help her face
End Has Begun... Even after setting everything in motion by
attacking Morning Star first, Cam`ael finally has everything that he's her demons and to truly find happiness within her heart? Madison never
ever wanted in his existence; Starling's love and a family. Cam`ael's thought he would be faced with so many life altering decisions at such a young
age. he wants to do right by Kayla and his family, but when old wounds
happiness is short-lived when he's finally given the harsh and
reopen he finds himself questioning every choice he has ever made. Life isn't
inexplicable truth about why Starling has always been such a unique all it seems for these two and they're coming to the realization that there will
Chosen. A Fiery Will... Shortly after giving birth, Starling begins to always be someone wanting to come along and destroy it all. Will following
realize what must be done in order to save the world and the future her heart prove to be the right decision, or will it be the one thing that could
make the only man she's ever loved, say good-bye for good?
of their children. But having made the the promise to Cam`ael of
I needed an escape. An escape from my momma, a woman who cared more
never sacrificing herself for him, how can she risk it? While the
about herself than her own daughter. A woman who couldn't stand the sight
Elders and other warriors see her as a traitor, her friends begin to see of me since my father left. A boyfriend who was nothing but trouble. Trouble
her as something more. In every battle and every war there will be that I couldn't say no to. Unfortunately, leaving them both would prove to be
sacrifices and betrayals, but if darkness prevails- light will cease to either the best decision I could ever make, or the biggest mistake of my life.
My plan was to escape to the one place I always felt safe. A place where life is
exist.
simple and quiet, and a place where I could finish my senior year of high
A Novel
school unscathed. Abernathy, Texas was my second home, and my
Catch a Wolf
grandparents were the parents I aways wanted. There was no one around this
Fake Amnesia Romantic Suspense Woman In Peril Thriller
one horse town to complicate my life any further, or at least that's what I
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thought. That was, until I met Madison Raine. He held the power to turn my bodyguard, Bar, keep her safe from its vast, unseen power? Hunted by
peaceful escape upside down and inside out with just one look. He was
Brutal and his evil allies, Raine, Ly’Tana and their friends discover a
beautiful, in every sense of the word and with that beauty, came trouble. There new, and very strange, force dogging their trail – a pack of enormous,
were a million reasons why I should stay away from him, but none of them
cunning wolves. Mysterious wolves who call to Raine in the night, and
seemed to matter when I caught sight of those emerald green eyes. It was
bring alive the secret he’s kept hidden, even from himself. Taunted by
becoming clear that staying away from Madison would be harder than I had
nightmarish visions, Raine is forced to confront his own dark demon –
anticipated. A past like mine never fully disappears, until you find yourself
the beast within himself. Who will catch Raine and Ly’Tana first?
faced with the irreparable truth that sometimes you have to take matters into
your own hands, consequences be damned. Kayla James (KJ) was everything I Brutal and his pets – or the wolves? Thus begins the second novel of the
never knew I wanted. This was the last summer I would be on the farm before I Saga of the Black Wolf series.
Naked
headed off to college, and meeting her was the last thing I expected. I didn't
Bewitched & Betrayed
know what had brought her here, and I honestly didn't care. I had my own
things to deal with and a relationship wasn't one of them. Little did I know that Meant for Her
this girl, would wind up being exactly what I needed in every way possible. Life The Works of the English Poets, from Chaucer to Cowper
hasn't always been easy, and telling my grandparents that I was going to college After Silence
in another state was going to be the death of me, but it was something I needed
to do. I needed a life outside of Texas, one where no one knew who I was or
what I had lost. Between baseball and my band, I thought I had it made. All it
took was one look into those baby blues and I was a goner. I ended up needing
her like I needed air to breathe, and everything inside of me wanted to be with
her regardless of the outcome. How do you choose between love and life, and
convince the one person who trusts no one, to take a chance on you? (This is
book #1 of three in The Raine Series. It contains mature language and
situations)
This Love of Mine (Raine Series 1)
Keeper of the Dream
A Study In Shadows
An exopistion with practicall observations continued upon the twentysecond, twenty-third, twenty-fourth, twenty-fifth, and twenty-sixth chapters
of the Book of Job, etc
Rape & My Journey Back

Raine, Ly’Tana and the others escape Brutal’s trap, but with dire
consequences. Kel’Ratan has been grievously injured, and Rygel must
take him to safety to save his life. Yet, they are not out of danger. A
monstrous storm called the Wrath of Usa’a’mah has halted their
flight from Khalid and they must seek shelter within a remote monastery
or die under the storm’s power. But High King Brutal has allied
himself with the deadly assassins, the Shekinah Tongu. The secretive
clan has sworn out a Blood Oath against Rygel in retaliation for his
leaving their brothers in the forest to die. With their hellish hounds and
Brutal’s dark wizard, Ja’Teel, they track Raine and Ly’Tana
through the devastation left by the storm. Raine leads them into the
west, toward Ly’Tana’s home of Kel’Halla, with Brutal’s menace
confronting them at every turn. As he finds himself falling in love with
the exotic Ly’Tana, Raine is plagued by a mysterious voice in his head.
Is he going crazy? In Raine, Ly’Tana discovers the one man she cannot
live without. However, an evil entity has targeted Ly’Tana, bent on her
destruction. How can Raine, Rygel, Kel’Ratan and her griffin
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